
Texas Tech University Wells and BHT Contributions

Disclaimer

Column Column Heading Description

A FID
Automatically generated at the time of upload

B latitude
Surface Latitude - Angle subtended with equatorial plane by a perpendicular from a point on the surface of a spheroid. 
A positive value of a location in the borehole.

C longitude
Surface Longitude - Angle measured about the spheroid axis from a local prime meridian to the meridian through the 
point. A longitude value of a location in the borehole.

D objectid
Unique ID# assigned automatically by ArcGIS.  We should not use this for cross-referencing databases.

E api

API Well Number - A unique well identification number consisting of (left to right) a two digit state code (or pseudo for 
offshore), a three digit county code (or pseudo for offshore), a five digit unique well code, and if applicable, a two digit 
sidetrack code as defined in API Bulletin D12A.

F name_suf
Well Name Suffix - An extension to the well name that indicates the number of times that a new wellbore has been 
drilled. 

G well_name
Well Name - The name assigned to the well. It may be a special name or the name of the property to which the well 
belongs. 

H field_name
Bottom Field Name Code - Name of the field in which the bottom of the well is located. 

I operator
Operator Number - The number assigned by Minerals Management Service to a business entity, individual, or agency 
with whom MMS does business or exchanges information. 

J lease_num
Bottom Lease Number - The number assigned to a lease by the regulatory agency having jurisdiction over mineral 
activity in the territory where the lease is located.

K spud_date
Spud Date - YYYYMMDD - The date that the drilling rig first begins boring into the earth's surface.

L rkb_elev
RKB Elevation - The distance, in feet, from the rig's kelly bushing to the mean sea level.

M td_md
Borehole Total Measured Depth (ft) - The actual distance measured along the axis of the borehole from the rig kelly 
bushing to the dept maximum penetration of the well.

N s_northing
Surface N/S Distance (ft) - North/South footage or distance that represents the length of the measurement from an 
identifiable line. The distance from the borehole surface location to either the north or south block boundary.

The Texas Tech Well Data is available as a discrete dataset in multiple export options at http://geothermal.smu.edu/geoserver/.  
The csv version is available at http://geothermal.smu.edu/geoserver/gtda-
contributions/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeature&typeName=gtda-
contributions:TexasTechWells&outputFormat=csv

There are no warranties expressed or implied. Decisions made based on the information available should be made after a 
thorough due diligence by the user.

Updated April 6, 2021.  Well measurement depth and related BHT errors were corrected in the file 
staging.tt_well_view_materialized.csv, which is file for direct download for TXTech data.

This document describes the column order and description for data provided by Texas Tech University.  This data was provided 
by Texas Tech to the SMU Geothermal Laboratory as part of the National Geothermal Data System (NGDS) Project sponsored by 
the Department of Energy under grant DE-EE0002852.  Some or all of this data was additionally made available via the NGDS 
through the interactive interface available at the SMU Node of the NGDS (http://goethermal.smu.edu) and/or through various 
'content models' developed for use in exchanging information across the NGDS.  Additional information on the content model 
formats is available at http://schemas.usgin.org/models/. 

This particular set, the Texas Tech Well Data contribution, populates the following NGDS content model(s), which may be 
combined with other organizations data when available: 

Borehole Temperature, available at http://geothermal.smu.edu/geoserver/aasg-
borehole/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeature&typeName=aasg-
borehole:BoreholeTemperature&outputFormat=csv

WellHeader, available at http://geothermal.smu.edu/geoserver/aasg-
wellheader/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeature&typeName=aasg-wellheader:WellHeader&outputFormat=csv

HeatFlow, available at http://geothermal.smu.edu/geoserver/aasg-
heatflow/ows?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeature&typeName=aasg-heatflow:HeatFlow&outputFormat=csv

Abstract: 



O tvd
True Vertical Depth (ft) - The vertical distance, in feet, from the rig kelly bushing to the maximum depth of the well.

P s_easting
Surface E/W Distance (ft) - East/West footage or distance that represents the length of a measurement from an 
identifiable line. The distance from the borehole surface location to either the east or west block boundary.

Q
s_ns

Surface N/S Code - North/South descriptor that indicates the direction of a measurement from an identifiable line. 
Indicates whether the surface borehole location is measured from the north (N) or south (S) block boundary.

R s_area
Surface Area - The indicator used to identify an area name.

S s_ew
Surface E/W Code - East/West descriptor that indicates the direction of a measurement from an identifiable line. 
Indicates whether the surface borehole location is measured from the east (E) or west (W) block boundary.

T b_northing
Bottom N/S Distance (ft) - The distance from the borehole bottom location to either the north or south block boundary.

U s_blk
Surface Block - Identifies a subdivision of an Official Protraction Diagram, as applied to the subdivision containing the 
surface location of a well.

V b_easting
Bottom E/W Distance (ft) - The distance from the location of borehole bottom to either the east or west block 
boundary.

W b_ns
Bottom N/ S Code - Indicates whether the borehole bottom location is measured from the north (N) or south (S) block 
boundary.

X b_area
Bottom Area  Code - Designated abbreviation assigned to Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) geographical units for 
identification purposes, use on maps and in data bases, as applied to the bottom hole location of a well. 

Y b_ew
Bottom E/W Code - Indicates whether the borehole bottom location is measured from the east (E) or west (W) block 
boundary. 

Z b_blk
Bottom Block Number - Identifies a subdivision of an Official Protraction Diagram, as applied to the subdivision 
containing the bottom hole location of a well.

AA st_date
Status Date - YYYYMMDD - The date the borehole status became effective.

AB td_date
Total Depth Date - YYYYMMDD - The date drilling on a well reached the final total depth.

AC district

District Code - An indicator assigned to a sub-office of an Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) regional office which has 
delegated authority for field operations activities including: permitting wells, inspections, drilling, and production 
operations.

AD type_code
Type Code - Indicates the final classification of a borehole denoting purpose of the drilling. 

AE status
Status Code Indicates the conditions relating to a borehole.

AF w_depth
Water Depth (ft) - The depth of water at a well/platform location from the water level to the mud line.

AG b_long

Bottom Longitude -Angle measured about the spheroid axis from a local prime meridian to the meridian. A positive 
value denotes east. The longitude value of a location in the borehole.  - NOTE :  This is in NAD 27, whereas surface 
coordinates are in WGS 84.

AH b_lat

Bottom Latitude - Angle subtended with equatorial plane by a perpendicular from a point on the surface of a spheroid. 
A positive value denotes north. The latitude value of a location in the borehole. NOTE :  This is in NAD 27, whereas 
surface coordinates are in WGS 84.

AI complex_id
Complex ID Num - The unique identifier assigned to a single man-made structure or a group of structures connected 
by a walkway.

AJ s_lease_num
Surface Lease Number - The number assigned to a lease by the regulatory agency having jurisdiction over mineral 
activity in the territory where the lease is located.

AK struc_id
Structure Number - A unique number assigned to a specific structure within a complex.

AL shape
Automatically generated by ArcGIS. Not needed.

AM order_status
This column is not used and has no entries.

AN file_name
The name of the file that contains scanned copies of well logs or other related reports.

AO lease_area
The name of the lease area within which the well is located.  The name is given in an abbreviated form.  See table 
‘Lease Area Abbreviations’.

AP addition
Some wells are located in an ‘addition’ to a lease area.  Listing ‘A’ in this column means that the well is located in an 
addition.  Blank listing means that the well is not.

AQ block
ID number of the lease block within which the well is located.



AR depth
The depth (ft) at which the BHT measurement is made.  Some depths are off by one decimal (640125=64012.5) look 
at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

AS bht
The BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or depth in cell rather 
than BHT.

AT depth1
The depth (ft) at which additional BHT measurement is made. Some depths are off by one decimal (640125=64012.5) 
look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

AU bht1
The additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or depth in 
cell rather than BHT.

AV depth2
The depth (ft) at which additional BHT measurement is made. Some depths are off by one decimal (640125=64012.5) 
look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

AW bht2
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

AX depth3
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

AY bht3
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

AZ depth4
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BA bht4
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BB depth5
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BC bht5
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BD depth6
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BE bht6
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BF depth7
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BG bht7
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BH depth8
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BI bht8
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BJ depth9
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BK bht9
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BL depth10
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BM bht10
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BN depth11
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BO bht11
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BP depth12
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BQ bht12
The second additional BHT (deg-F) reported in the well log. If too high or low consider decimal location, 26=206 or 
depth in cell rather than BHT.

BR depth13
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BS bht13
The additional BHTs (deg-F) measured.

BT depth14
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually. Some depths are off by one decimal 
(640125=64012.5) look at others in line to determine if correction necessary.

BU bht14
The additional BHTs (deg-F) measured.



BV depth15
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually.

BW bht15
The additional BHTs (deg-F) measured.

BX depth16
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually.

BY bht16
The additional BHTs (deg-F) measured.

BZ depth17
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually.

CA bht17
The additional BHTs (deg-F) measured.

CB depth18
If the log contains more BHTs, depths are reported individually.

CC bht18
The additional BHTs (deg-F) measured.

CD ssf_depth
Sub-seafloor depth (m) of the corrected BHT

CE vrt
Corrected BHT (or virgin rock temperature) in deg-C

CF ssf_depth_ft
Sub-seafloor depth (ft) of the corrected BHT

CG vrt_f
Corrected BHT (or virgin rock temperature) in deg-F

CH _shape Location coordinates for the object of interest, e.g. a site point location or polygon values.
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